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Abstract

This user's manual describes a system for the analysis'of elemehr_

tary school science Teacher's Guides and other program materials. The

system, which can be used with either textbook-based or activity-based

programs, produces a detailed step-by-step account of "what the class-

room'would be like if the teacher followed the recommendations in the

'Teacher's Guide literally." Each unit of activity is called a student

task; studeffr-ransate-thZrautzrized with resverr-tu-n. nnmVeT-td-f-ea-.

tures, includinVuggested classroom organization, teacher and student

activities, conceptual,information content, and science process skills

addressed. ,The system can be used in conjunction with the Instructional
3

System for Observing and Analyzing Elementary School Science Teaching

(Research Series No. 90) or it can be used independently..

<it
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TRETASK FEATURES ANALYSIS StYSTEM

Nancy Landes, Edward-L. Smith, and Charles AnderSoni

Introduition
0

9

This 'handbook is designed to facilitate the literal- analysis of
2 .

,
. ..

materials: Thescience curriculum mater procedures presented are appropriate
-

, .

, for,use with most prepared science program materials whether they are

from a textbook -based or an activity-based science program.

vihe purpose of such an analyiis is two-folds (1) to state the

author's intentions for science instruction, and (2) to place the
. ,. . ,,

curriculum tasks in a form that facilitates comparison with actual

classroom instruction. In other voids, a literal program analysis
,

presents what an author.actually says should be accomplished in par

1 titular lessons in a form that can be compared to a teacher's actual

present:ation of theselessons in the classroom. FrIm a literal. program
4

analysis, a classrooms researcher may more easily identify.a teacher's

modifications of, additionsito, 'and,delationslim.the written, curriculum.
- ,

In mostscurr#ulum programs, a teacher receives sequentially
1

1

organized materials. The instructional material usually consists of

.

large, instructional-units, sections, or parts divided into individual

lessons or chaliters- Each lesson or chapter contains descriptions of
it

1Nancy andes is a graduate assistant -in't4he Science and' Math
Teaching Cen er. Edi4ard L. Smith is an associate'professdr.in both the
Science and -th Teaching Center and the Department of Setondary Education
Curriculum., Charles W.'Anderson is coordinator of the Elementary
School Science Project and an assistant protestor in the Scienee,and
Math Teaching Center and the Department ofStudent Teadhing and Pro-
fessionaliDeVelopment. 4
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;individual instructional tasks. These tasks specify what students are

to accomplish at any given point in the sequence of instruction. Thus,

the student task will serve
,

as the smallest unit for the literal program

analysis.

The handbook acquaints the class'room researcher with procedures. for,

completing a literal program analysis using the student task as the basis

for,the analysis. First, we will preseht an overview of task analysis

procedures. Next.., explain and demonstrate the.spe44-f-44task

analysis features and coding system-through a-complete task analysis.

Because the delineation, of particular tasks is not always a straight

forward procedure, specific giound rules for task identification will

,complgte the handbook. To facilitate the literal profram analysis, once

the reader has completed the handbook explanation, all necessary charts

and codes are presented compactly, in Appendix'A.

Initial Procedures

The following procedures begin a literal program analysis:

1: Know the organization and general charicteristics.of.the
curriculum programs.,

2. Idedtify the particular parts of the curriculum for
analysis.

3. Make a copy of the materials for analyst's.
,

. . . .

4. Read Ihe'instructional materiarto identify specific
student tasks to be accompli;hed., ,h[ark the start and
the end of each task with a pencil'mark, as shown in
this'example from the Science Curkiculum Improvement

'Study ($CIS) Ecosystems Teacher's Guide, Chapter 12,
p. 66. (See Figure 1.)

. .
.

In this chapter, the students are. to accomplish
eight tasks, as follows:

.

Paragraph 1. Task 1. Wateh the demonstration to note
thefbubblea of gas:

Task 2. Suggest that BTB may be used as
a test for carb6n dioxide.

.r.

/ 4
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th&ohddienoeWnestle of the ass that * Oven Off se
snifter Isplet ut dissolved In ureter they bueeie des gas

through OTOS Wilton end use lee tneeteSeon they
observe roidenrify14,90 tan discovery sorority
NA/feces the chrldren's understanding of the use of 100
pp an IndtC00? for carbon dkuude the scloyny maybe
catered out en Ow Syne dsy as Monet 10 1111111sks one
plias mode to complft

Task L

1WASIIING MATERIALS

her each we sots sallow:
I Wei (0,%47 I) .
1 VW c55 with hats 4thetvet 1)
I plastic tube (Chewer 5)
1 plastic cup egrawet

tier Wor cress.

e Wiles of etittOtest
peasagew seater Mums Omar 0
contemn 0 be Mad who *maw0

Task 2

Task 3

Task 4
Task 5

Task 6

Task 7

Task 8

3

'WASSONG SUGGESTIONS

SerowelfeNtg the gee geolereler To rmrodues the .pctsvily, set up a
_gas generator ae follows

1 FM a Mastic cup about half full of water and s vial one-quitter
fun of water

2 Inserts Mimic tObe into the hole in the vial cap to a aeons of about
% loch

3 Oro One seltzer tablet into the vier of ureter end, *nth; the cao
on the vial. iThe open end of the tube should not touch the 'NSW )

Mk your **dents wfiat is happening to the tablet They should be
swore that the tablet is butibung 0, it dissolve!) Now place the
ether Mid of the plastic tube Into tie alp of waternWhen the chrfdren
see gas bubbling through the water in Mecum ask them how they might
Net whether this gas contains carbon dioxide They well probably sup
gest menu EITO II

phildren's experiments. Neve the children pidic up the materials they
will rieedOsnct begin the experiment C00, member of each team should
Odd twelve drops of 13713 to the water In the cup while the other sets up
the rest of the equipment on very little time. the Children will observe

t gas from the tebtets interacts with IITS

llElsouselm. After tits children have observed the results of their experi-
ment. ask them questions vender to these' What kind or gas do Iht lab-
left produce? What evidencedid you use to identify the gasVAlso ask
the children to compere the repulte of blowing through blue 910 'with
these kw this experiment!'

psoriop. The BIB ;Mullane may be discarded At eq ant should be
rinsed and &lowed to dry. Bs certain that all seltzer rsiidus in the gas
generators iiiremoved. It any of this materiel remains. It could NIKO the
results of future experiments with organisms,/

comma ACTIVITY
Cristoartng Ames. How much coition dioxide le there in exhaled breath.
seltzer get and sir? Your students might bap samples of room air sad
whaled breath in plastic bolter quickly secure the openings of the bags
Around hew. and the begs with fwesterm The gm from the sailor
tablet may be doll by dropping one tablet In e vial of miter. *NW
ping on the cap, and 1peerlang the free end of the tuba into the opening
Ile e plastic Ost. 'Me by should IA inflated until the gas In it equate the
amount In the other sem** The children re* then bubble these geese
Omsk equal mama at STS soluifons be eques.sing the plastic bogs
and compere the testae

Figure 1. Example froi the Science Curriculum Improvement-Stidy
(SCIS) Ecosystem Teacher's Guide marked with the start
and finish of student tasks.

9
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Paragraph 2. Task 3. Pick up materials.
Task 4. Set up experiments.
Task.5. Observe the gas bubbles in

their own experiments.

Paragraph 3. Task 6 Discussithe results of their
experiments.

Task 7. Compare the experiments to
blowing through BTB.

Paragraph 4. Task 8. Clean up the equipment,

5. Re -real the text carefully to be sure that all tasks
taiVe been identified. Specific ground rules for task
identification are presented in a later section in
this handbook.

6. Save the,marked copies for documentation of the task
identification portion of the literal program analysis.

Overvieof the Task Analysis Features

Once the tasks az'e identified, each task needs to be analyzed

systematically for certain features, including format,student materials,

proposed teacher activity, proposed student activity, information

content, science tasks, function /linkage. A chart

(Figu4 2) is used to analyze each task Individually. It specifies

the features to be analyzed for any given task. For eaeh task feature,

the chart is divided into three sections; (1) the name of the task

analysis feature, (2) the cdde, and (3) comments.

Code Column

The column rked "code" is used for-all features e ept function

and linkage. A number, corresponding to given code, is placed

column for each task feature except function 'isad linkage. A plus

or,minus sign is placed before the coded:number to indite an explicit

or Implicit reference. A plus is used before the number if the infor-

mation is stated directly in the. text, a minus is used before the

number if ,the information must be 'infer' ed from the text. (The

level' of inference will be explained later.) The actual codes are

liited An the section entitled Coding Spetific Task Analysis Features.

(
10
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Program Date . 'Analyst Chapter/Part

) ,

TASK DESCRIPTION FORM

ANALYSIS FEATURE COMMENTSCODE

4

TASK

FORMAT 4

STUDENT
MATERIALS

4

A B

PROPOSED TEACHER
ACTIVITY

PROPOSED AUDENT
ACTIVITY

Source
A

INFORMATION
CONTENT

B,

Code II

vp

SCIENCE TASKS

FUNCTION AND
LINKAGE

Program Tait

Figure 2. Chart used to analyze individual tasks.
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Comments)Section

The commentsbisectionlustifies he use of a particular code or

describeS to detalel the feature of interest. A dotted line (see Figure

2) divides the comments sect$on into two parts. The left* side of, the

dotted line is used for comments based directly on the portion of text

reproduced tinder "program text." The right side is used for comments

based on other parts of the teacher's guide or other"program materials.

Analyzing Tasks

In analyzing each task"frotb the literal program text, the researcher

may find that not all of the features are directly evident from the

t,rogram text. If no reference is made to a specific task feature, then

the researcher is to code NS for "not 'specified." A researcher has

three options for coding or describing a particular feature.

1. Task feature is stated direCtiy in thee text; no
inference is necessary. This feature will be coded
and/or described. The code will be preceded by a plus
sign as described earlier.

2. Task feature is ferred directly from the text;
lowlevel inf renc4.011 necessary. This feature will
be coded and/o described; in this case, the researcher
must justify any code used. The code will be preceded,

p,.4tby a minus sign as described before,

3.. Task feature not specified in the program text;
- high lEvel of inference is necessary. This feature

would be coded NS (not specified) and would not be
described.

For example, in the third task of SCIS Ecosystems, Chapter 12,

presented earlier,the student materials are stated directly.in the

text (a' though off to the side of.the page). In this instance, student

'materials would be coded with a plus sign before the code number because

the matefials,needed are stated directly in the text.

12
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In task two of.the same-chapter,the format is not directly stated

anywhere In the grogram text. However, the format, teacheracademic

pfesentation to the whole clause*, may be, inferred directly from the text
1

frouvstatements such is: "Ask them...," "They will probably sugges ..."
. ..

Thus, the format feature would be coded with a minus sign before the code

' number because it may be infetred,from informatio n in the text.
.
. .

. ..' .

In the fourth and fifth tasks specified earlier, the format is stated
' .

4 .e
fairly:directly; however, no mention is made of the teacher's activity

. ..
.

. .

',during these tasks. Even though oneMight assume that the -teacher is'
. ,

.
. . .

. .,. .,
to, monitor the students' progress, the teacher Could just,as easily

-
.

, .
, . . .

sit at a dusk and, ,grade papers' or leave the room. The proposed' teachers

activity for faski_four and five is coded. air "not specIfied" (NS) .\

because no infiompation'is gtven directly, in the text:

N .- %
A.

Coding Specific Task Analysis Features-

The task features to be analyied are listed at the left side of

the chart on page 4. Each feature is explained indiVidually here:

Task
it,

Each task is coded with a unique number to distinguishthis task

from any other task being analyzed. The system for.assigning identifi-

cation numbers to-tasks will be decided upon by the researcher and thus

will be different,for each study. e°

-Each task is labelled in the researcher:s own words under the

I.
comments section of the'chart. This label should be a brief informative

phrase stating what the students are to accomplish through this task.

Format

Choose a format code from. the following list with a plus sign

for direct evidence and a minus sign for inferred information from the

13
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text.
- I

.

..... -
, . .

1. Teacher makes academic presentation to the whole class (lectures

or class discussions led by the teacher).

2. Teacher gives procedural directions to the whole class.

3. Teacher demonstrates the use of manipulable science
materials. 't

4. Presentations to the whole class or class discussions
are led by students.

5. Audio-visual presentation: The whole class watches a .

movie or a filmstrip, listens to a record or a tape
recording.

6. Students work in small groups; each grotp has the same
task.

7. Students work in small groups; different groups have
different'tasks..

8. Students work individqally; each student works on tire
same task.

9. Students work iffilividually; different students have
different teaks. '

II:Y.:Transition from one activity to another. Transitions
are tasks completely lacking'in information content:

y are used simply to advance the course of a lesson.'
transition implies a period of time when students

are doing something solely. to prepare for a subsequent
task; students picking up materials is an example of
a transition task.

11. Dead time (times'spent with no purposeful activity going
on): Dead time would never be'coded from a literal program
text, but the category is necessary for future obser-
vation in the classroom.

12. Other. Activities not covered by the categories above.

The comments section is used to justify why a particular code was
1

chosen if justification is necessary. Tip justification. for format may0
be direct evidence from the text or may be a low-level inferene made.

directly from the text.

Student Materials

Choose a materials code from the following list. Materials may

4
be double'coded if necessary to ';;Itow that two types of materials are

"k4

?.
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00specified for one task. For example, students may be asked to use
\_ .

manipulable science materials and workbooks or worksheets for one task.

When only one type of material is in use; the code is recorded'in

Column A and a zero (0) is egered in Column B. 'Again., us a plus for

direct evidence and a minus to indicate inferred information.

1. No materials in use.

2. Manipulable science materials .

3. Textbooks or other books.,

4. Workbooks.

'et

5.

6.

7.

Worksheets 'prepared by the teacher.

Worksheets prepared by someone other than the teacher.

Tests.

.

8. The students"own paper and notebooks.

9. Movies or filmstrips. ji

10. Records or audiO tapes.

11.- Art materials. .11

12. Games or puzzles.

13. Materials not included in the above categories.

ir

Use the Comments section to list the specific materials to be

used. Any materials used by the teacher only should be listed in parent

theses in this section. (Strident materials are the only materials

coded, but all materials that are used should be described.)

,

Proposed Teacher Activity'

Choose a coded response from the follow1ng list. Teacher Activity

may be double coded if'necessarys When only one teacher activity is 0-

)

described, the code (with appropriate plus or minus sign) is recorded

in Column A and a zero (0) is entered in Column B.

401
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1. Talking to the whole classacademic presentation.

2. Talking to the whole classprocedural direCtione.

3. Talking to an individual.:

4. Talking to a small group.

5. Teacher using science materials.

6. Monitoring.

7. Paperwork.

S. Nothing.

9. 'Other or out of the room.

Describe the teacher's, specific activity under the Comments section.

Also present any jusfication for alspeciiic Code if an inference was

made directly from the,program text. (The left of the dotted lint is

used fox reference to the Program Text and. the tight-side is used to

refer to other parts of th e teacher's guide or other program materials.).

Proposed Student Activity
.

Choose a coded respons e from the followingltst. Student Activity
I. .

may be double coded if necessary: When oilly one Student activity is
.

described, 'the cod& (with ipprppriateplus or minus sign) is recorded

-in Column 1/'and'a zero

1. Listening.

2. Writing.

3. Working with science materials.

4. Reading.

5. 'Talking about taskreladd matters.

6. Doing procedural tasks.,

Describe the studentspecific activity under the Coiaments section.

Also present any justification for a specific code if an inference

a
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was made directly from the program text. Usegie same procedure

igitleft nd right sides of the dotted line as described previously.

Information Content

This feature is designed to determine what content information

is presented for students to learn. Statements or propositions that

,are stated or inferred directly from the text should be recorded to

the left of the dotted line in the Comments sectidn. For example, in

Task 1 of Sc/.5 Ecosyseems, Chapter 12, the text states: "They

should be aware that the tablet is bubbling as it dissolves." This

isa itatement,of the proposition that: A seltzer tablet bubbles as,

itdissolvest Intthe,second task is stated ",...ask them how they might

test whether the gas contains carbon.dioxide. They will probably

AF
suggest BTB." This is fairly direct evidence of the proposition:

, -

BTB may be used to,test whether seltzer gas contains carbon dioxide. at

Thus these two propositions would be listed as Information Content

on the left side of the dotted line for their respective tasks. 4

9 - Information content that can be found within the curriculum

'program, but in places other than the specific text being analyzed;

should be.listed to the right of the dotted line. In the SUS program,

for eximpleo each chapter is included ).11-a larger instructional unit.

_A

-
or sectioncontaining.several chapters. .Each section contains

general inforeion presented for the teacher as well as some general'

procedUres. This background information-is analyzed separately for

its content. Any information relevant to propositions learned in

. .0 'Chapter 12 is listed to the right of the dotted line in the Comments

section.

Three spaces are provided in the Code section relevant to

each proposition: Soiree A, Source B, and Code #. The first two

4. 7
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spaces are used)to record source codes from the following list:

1.' Teacher statemaniam

2. Science materials used by students.

3. Books.

4. Workbooks.

5. Teacher prepared worksheet.

6. Otheryorkshset.

7. Chart or poster,.

8, 4ten on chalkboard or overhead projector.

9. Prepared visual, materials such as movies, slides, film-
strips, or transparencies.

10. Prepared audio materials such as records or cassettes. 4

11. Statement by a student.

'12. Teacher demonstration.

13: -Student response task.

14. Other.

42.

If onlyone source for the proposition Can be identified, the.,

code (with appropriate plus or minus sign), is recorded in Column A and

Column B is filked with a zero.

The third space Is used.to record a unique identification number

for each proposition. As with task identification discussed On

the system for Obigning proposition identification numbers will be

decided upon by the researcher and will be different for each study...

. . ,

The horizontal dotted line provides space for listing and codingV
two propositions. If only one proposition is listed, then theremaining

. spaces are filled with zeros.

A
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Science Tasks

Many science programs are designed to teach not only information

of the type specified under Information Content, but also process skills.

Students are to learn how to do certain types of tasks. Some tasks

necessary for the completion of's lesson, such as cleanup or tasks

designed solely to transfer information, are important primarily as

a means to an end. Student skill on other tasks, such as those involving

measurement or careful observation, may be an end in itself. The

Science Tasks feature allows for the identificatiOn of those tasks

which are ends in themselves.

This feature is Nt., be coded with necessary Justification written in

the Comments section. Th

list. -These are the Sc:

Science tasks may be

within one lesson task.

sign for direct evidence

e Science Tasks are coded from the following

oce tasks actually perforMed by the students.

double coded if two science tasks are fad

As with the other coded features, use a plus

ania minus sign for inferred information. If

only one science task is indicated, record the code number in Column A

and fill Column 15 with a zero (0).

l

10. Design and plan investigations (substantially.all
in one task).

11. Formulateovoblem or question to, be investigated.

12. Formulate hypothesis to be tested.

13. Design a measurement or observation procedure.

14. Design an experiment.

15. Predict a result. hr.

19. Other. .4

20. Carry out investigations (substantially all in one
task).

21. Observe.
.19
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22. Measure.

23. Manipulate' apparatus.

24.' Record results; describe observation.

29. Other.

30. Analyze and interpret results of investigations.

31. Transform results.

32. Determine relationship.

33. Formulate generalization or model.

34. Explain a relationship.

39. Other. s"."-

40. Analyze an investigation (procedure only).
)

41. Analyze the design of an investigation.

42. Analyze the apparatus and procedures of an in-
vestigation.

43. Analyze th'e interpretation of the. investigation.

.

49. Other.

Function and,Linkage

No code is employed in this feature. The Comments section is

used for informal descriptions of the following properties of the

,

,A

(1) What is the purpose or function of this particular task within

task.

the total context of the lesson or chapter (i.e., Why is this particular
. N.

.
..

.

task necessary in this seqmonce of tasks 'chosen for analysis?)?

(2) What is the linkage of the task to ther tasks based on its function

iel

--,

in the lesson or chapter being analyzed? or example, the deponstration

in Task 1 is directly linked to the experiment referred fo in Task 4.

4

20
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Part of the purpose for the demonstration is to enable the students

to set up their own gas genkrators in Task 4, so Task 1 is lihked to

Task 4 based on the function of Task 1. Thus, in the analysis of Task
.

1, the researcher may note that the experiment referred to in Task 4',

is the one demonstrated in Task 1 (with the addition OCBTB).

Ground Rules for Task identification /
,11111

This procedure is used to delineate tasks.

(1) Read the program matetials.toenswer the question: What

are the students asked to do now? Continue to ask this questicka Avery

few lines of text. Whenever your answer to this question changes (i.e.,

when the students are asked to do something else), a new' task begins.

(2) If a change occurs in format, student materials, otptoposed

student activity, then a change in,task is indicate.

(3) Students may remain in a whole claim discussionoriat but

be asked to accomplish more than one task. Whenever the focus,,changes

to different information content differentor to differen materials, ten a
.-

change in task is indicated. For example, in Task 1 in SCI'S Ecosystems,

Chapter 12, the children are watching a demonstration, When.they are

asked to suggest a test for carbon dioxide gas, Task 2' begins. Although

the discussion continues, Its focus hss changed.`

(4) Watch for double-codeeitems. Unless the doubletoding refers

to ;tiro activities that will take place simultaneously; the researcher

may have reason to divide the text into two tasks. (Double coding can

be appropriate for student materials, teacher activity, student activity,
. .

I
and sciiinbe tasks at times, but care should be exercised.)

(5)% Different tasks can occur simultaneously. in a classroom of

.

students. These tasks would generally be coded as "students working

21
/-\

P
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Program SCTS Date Analyst Chapter/Part 12

ANALYSIS FaEATURE
TASK DESCRIPTION FORM

CODE COMMENTS

TASK Demonstration of a gas generator

FORMAT +3 IA

STUDENT
MATERIALS

B

0

(Teacher materials: 1

plastic cup, vial /cap, I

water, plastic tube, ..-. I

seltzer tablet) 1

1

PROPOSED TEACHER
ACTIVITY

PROPOSED STUDENT
ACTIVITY -1

-"set up a gas generator°

"Ask your students..7",
,

F

"Ask your s tudenta. "

"They should be iVare.....4

INFORM4TION'
CONTENT

41.....
ScIEiCE TASKS

Source code,
A

12

0

B

o'

0 0

I

A seltzer tablet bubbles
as it dissolves.

1

0 0

1

1

I

1

No procedures specifiedlt

J.

FUNCTION AND

LINKAGE

Linked with Task 4 - shops
experiment students are'
telOorm. A' I

1

1

Program Text
Demonstrating the gas generator. To introduce this activity, pet up a gas
generator as follow's:

1. Fill a'plastic cup abouS half full of water and a vial one-quarter lull /
of water. . /

2. Insert h plastic tube into the hole in the vial cap to a depth of about
'1/4 inch.

t

.

3. Drop,one seltzer tablet into the vial of water and snap the cap on the vial.
(The open end of the 'tubeahould not touch the water.)

s 'IlishOYour 'students what is fiappdnink to the tablet; They should be aware that
the tablet is bubbling as it dissolves. 'Now place the other end, of the plastic

gle into the cup of water.

OIIIES:. Teacher materials are,listed in pafentheses. 'Because no/rater/els are

stated in'thl text for students, use this as a direct indioation from -*

the text for code 1 for Student literialst),

i

Nwti
.

.9
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Program ACTS Date 'Aditlyst Chapter/Part 12

TASK DESCRIPTION FORM-:'

ANALYSIS FEATURE CODE COMMENTS

-TASK Suggest BTB as attest for CO2.

FORMAT
"...ask them,"
"They will suggast..."

STUDENT
MATERIALS +1'

PROkOSED TEACHER
ACTIVITY

PROPOSED STUDENT
ACTIVITY

4

INFORMATION
CONTENT ;

-1

Source

0

0
"...ask them"

-5

Code .#

A

41
B-

0

assume whole class
discussion 1

1

"...ask them"

"They will probably
suggest..."

BTB may .be

whetharlseltzer gas
contains 0026

I .

No procedures spedified.1
.0

1

None

Program Text

I

1 ,

When the children see gas, bubbling through the water in the cup, ask them how
they might test whether this gas contains carbon dioxidt. They will probably
Suggest using BTB.



Program SCIS Date

20

Analyst Chapter/Part 12

TASK DESCRIPTION FORM

ANALYSIS FEATURE CODE COMMENTS

TASK
Students pickup materials.

FORMAT

STUDENT
MATERIALS

A

+2 0

PROPOSED TEACHER*
ACTIVITY NS 0

vial, vial cap with hold,
plastic.tube, plastic 1

cup, BTB, seltZer
tablet, water (specifiJd --

under Teaching Materials)

...

`-7

PROPOSED STUDENT 1
ACTIVITY

0

e

.INFORMATION
CONTENT

I

1.

Source Code
A B

0

None'-

0

'iCIENCg TASKS I
.0

None

FUNCTION AND
LINKAGE

Children's experiments.

NOTE: Format is clearly
and team experiments.

ti

P.

None

Program Text

Have the children pick

a transition betwen a

up the materials they will need.

class deionstration/discusaion
w

4

t



Program Srt Date

ANALYSIS FWURE
4

'TASK

Analyst

TASK DESCRIPTION FORM,

COMMENTS(

Students prepare experiments'.

CODE

A

21,

S

FORMAT
+6

"each team..."

`7- STUDENT
MATERIALS

B

+2 0

PROPOSED TEACHER
ACTIVITY

a

NS. 0

plastic cup, plastic tubf,
vial,.- vial cap w/hold,

BTB, water, seltzer
tablet (listed under
Teaching Materials) ;4

PROPOSED STUDENT
ACTIVITY

AP

t

#

INFORMATION
CONTENT

Source
A

0

SCIENCE TASKS

UNCTION ,AND
LINKAGE

4

0

22

B

0

0

Code #

0

0

23

None

One student adds twelve I

drops 'of BTB while the 1

other sets up equipment I

1

Linked to Task ?. and to I.

Task 5

Program Text

And begin the experiment; One member of each team should add twelve drops of
BTB to the water in the cup while the other sets up the rest of the equipment.

V

26
4.
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Program 4crs Date Analyst Chapter/Part 12

TASK DESCRIPTION FORM

ANALYSIS FEATURE CODE COMMENTS

TASK
Observe experiments to'ee inter-
action between gas and ETE

FORMAT' -6
can assume children will
observe experiments they
set up in Task 4.

STUDENT
MATERIALS

A

+2 0

plastic cup, plastic 1

tube,'vial,, vial cap/ 1

hole, water:seltzer 1

tablet, BTB (listed 1

under Teaching Materiali)

PROPOSED TEACHER
ACTIVITY NS 0

PROPOSED STUDENT
ACTIVITY +3 0'

"The children will obser4e
that gas'interacts
with BTB" .

INFORMATION
CONTENT

A
Source

2

0

B

0

0

Code #

0

BTB interacts with
seltzer gas.

.

:

SCIENCE TASKSTASKS Observe investigation
0

FUNCTION AND.

LIOKAGE

21

Program Text

Linked to Task -reason
that Task 4 took place

Also linked to Task 6,

In very little time, the children will observe that gas from the tablets
interacts with BTB.

7
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Program Sets Date Analyst Chapter/Part 12

ANALYSIS FEATURE

.TASK

TASK DESCRIPTION FORM

CODE COMMENTS

Discuss results of the experiment.

.FORMAT -1 "After the children
have observed...
ask them..."

STUDENT
' MATERIALS +1

A

0

PROPOSED TEACHER .

ACTIVITY - 1 0

None specified

"ask them"

4

PROPOSED STUDENT
ACTIVITY - 1 -5

"ask them..."
(assume they will
listen and discuss)

INFORMATION '

CONTENT

SCIENCE TASKS

A
Source

0

0 0

Code #

0
None

0
None

FUNCTION 'AND

LINKAGE Linked to Talk 5

Program. Text

iusgion. 'Aft the children have observed the results of their
as them questions similar to these: What kind or g
to lets produce? ,What evidence did you %Ise to identi

a oar

94,

experiment,
as- do the

fy,,,Ot.gas?
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Program gr.TS Date Analyst Chapter/Part 17 -

TASK DESCRIPTION FORM

ANALYSIS FEATURE (7 CODE COMMENTS

TASK Compare this experiment with slowing
through BTB.

FORMAT
-1 "ask the chillyen"

A

STUDENT
MATERIALS

PROPOSED TEACHER
ACTIVITY -1,

B

0

0

None specified.

"ask the children"

PROPOSED STUDENT
'ACTIVITY -1 --5

"ask the children"
(assume they will
listen and discuss)

,INFORMATION
CONTENT

=11 ,1.1.111111,

Source,
A

'0

B

0

0

Code #

r

0 None

SCIENCE TASKS
0

None
0

1.0

FUNCTION AND
LINKAGE

None.

411

Program Text 'MO

Also ask the dildren to compare the results Of bloahg throughrklue BTB!bith,
those from this. experiment,



Program gms Date

41,

Andly'st Chapter/Part 12 -

2S

TASK DESCRIPTION FORM)

COMMENTSANALYSIS FEATURE CODE

TASK Clean-up

FORMAT +10

'STUDENT

MATERIALS +2

A

PROPOSED TEACHER
ACTIVITY NS

1

B

0

BTB solutions. "The
equipment" - plastic
cut,' and tube, vial,

vial cap

PROPOSED STUDENT
ACTIVITY -6 0

INFORMATION
CONTENT

A

.11w

Source,

0

B

0

Code ii

0

0

(assume student parti-'
cipation in clean-up)

None

SCIENCE TASKS 0 0

"." LINKAGE one
FUNCTION AND

Program,Text Il

Cleanup. The BIB solutions may be discarded. All equipment should be rinsed
and allowed to dry. Be certain that all seltzer residue in the gas gener4tors
is remove*. If any of this material emains; it could affect the resultsrof
future experiments with organisms.

31)


